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1 An Invitation to Feel

W hen nonacademics learn that I amwriting a book, the polite

conversationalist will ask what my work is about. After I

reply that my book looks at film structures and emotion, inevitably their

response is something like, “Isn’t that an enormous subject? There must be

so much written about film and emotion.” Because emotions are so central

tomost people’s cinematic experiences, they assume that film scholars must

have placed the topic of emotion at the top of their research agenda. Most

nonacademics are surprised to learn that there is relatively little written by

cinema scholars on film and emotion per se.

But cinema studies is not unique in its neglect of emotion as a topic of

study. From the fifties to the seventies, few academic disciplines gave precise

attention to the topicof emotions.Cultural anthropologists haddifficulty re-

porting such highly “subjective” states ofmind using traditionalmethods of

observation on other cultures. Instead, they focused onmore externally ob-

servabledifferences, suchas those in language and ritual performances. Soci-

ology’s agenda led academics to areas inwhich socializationwasmost clearly

at work. These thinkers recognized that emotions were manipulated by so-

ciety, and so they tended to view emotions in a purely instrumental fashion,

as means to an end. Social forces relied on fear or love to create prejudice or

empathy, but few sociologists questioned the basic nature of these emotions.

In psychology, behaviorism’s influence led theorists away from anything

located within the “black box” of the human organism.When cognitive sci-

ence arose to challenge behaviorism with a new emphasis on internal rep-

resentations, researchers agreed not to consider emotion. Emotions, unlike

memory or perceptual tasks, could not be simulated on computers, and so
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4 Film Structure and the Emotion System

emotions were often considered to be “noise” unique to the human hard-

ware, a possible sourceof interferencewith cognitiveprocesses. Similarly, the

emphasis on reason within the philosophy of mind kept many philosophers

away from “messy” states such as emotions.

In the late 1980s, academic disciplines began to produce a flurry of new

research in the neglected topic of emotions, and this work continues to-

day. New anthropological methodologies encourage researchers to examine

more “subjective” states in their complexity. In many cases this emphasis

on emotion grew out of earlier research problems. Studies of the effects of

mood on memory helped open up cognitivists to considering emotion, as

research on empathy did for sociologists. The research on emotion in these

fields still carries traces of these originating questions.

Like these other disciplines, film theory has historically paid only spotty

attention to emotional effects, although almost everyone agrees that elicit-

ing emotions is a primary concern for most films. In the modern world’s

emotional landscape, the movie theater occupies a central place: it is one of

the predominant spaces where many societies gather to express and experi-

ence emotion. The cinema offers complex and varied experiences; for most

people, however, it is a place to feel something. The dependability of movies

to provide emotional experiences for diverse audiences lies at the center of

the medium’s appeal and power.

Emotions are carefully packaged and sold, but they are rarely analyzed

withmuch specificity by film scholars, particularly in themodern era. Some

classical film theorists, particularly Sergei Eisenstein, foregrounded emo-

tion as one of the primary goals for filmmakers, but Eisenstein’s broad

discussions of emotion did not give other theorists a specific foundation for

discussing emotion (unlike hismore concrete prescriptions about editing).1

André Bazin also emphasized that filmmakers should evoke emotion, but

he foregrounded a particular means of eliciting that emotion (realism). In

the modern era, studying emotional responses to films became the task of

quantitative communication researchers, resulting in a large body of work

on topics such as the effects of media violence on children. Film theory

devotedmore of its energy toward issues of cinematic specificity, arguments

over aesthetic valuations, and understanding of representation.

Contemporary film theory of the seventies concentrated on issues of

meaningandrepresentationandtheir ideological implications.Somewriters
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An Invitation to Feel 5

(Christian Metz being the most influential) attempted to arrive at a the-

ory of “pleasure” and “desire.” What pleasure does the cinema afford, and

what desire motivates our viewing? Linking the Althusserian bent of ideo-

logically based theory with Freudian and Lacanian theories of subject for-

mation, Metz foregrounded identification as the principal emotive effect

in film. Many film feminists, including Laura Mulvey, Mary Ann Doane,

Linda Williams, and Christine Gledhill, have struggled with the phallocen-

tric assumptions of these Freudian and Lacanian theories, refining but not

reconstituting the central concepts of psychoanalysis to address feminine

film pleasures in particular.

The concepts of pleasure, displeasure, and desire used in film studies are

too broad to provide specific insight into how a particular film makes its

emotional appeal at any given moment, however. If the range of emotion in

the film theater is reduced to some point on the continuum between plea-

sure and displeasure, we lose the flavor of individual texts. Similarly, if we

claim that all mainstream film viewing emerges from the same scenario of

represseddesire,we ignore thediversemotivationsdriving the spectator’s in-

terest and emotion. Recent psychoanalytic theory has attempted revisions to

correct its reductive, overly broad approach. It has posited various positions

of desire, rather than the former one or two positions. It has also articulated

contradictory pleasures in an effort to make discussions of emotion more

nuanced and specific. Nevertheless, I believe that although investigations of

cinematic pleasure and desire are certainly important, the ambiguity and

spaciousness of these concepts, as currently used, compromises their useful-

ness. These general concepts are a poor basis for a specific theory of emotion,

making them a poor foundation for an approach to filmic emotion.

A farbetter candidate, Ibelieve, foraproductive theoreticalperspectiveon

emotion is the interdisciplinary mix of psychology and philosophy called

“cognitivism.” My book can be understood as part of a burgeoning new

area of film studies that asks how cognitive research into mental functions

can help us better understand the film viewer’s task. David Bordwell, Noël

Carroll,GregoryCurrie,MurraySmith, JosephAnderson,EdwardBranigan,

Torben Grodal, and Ed Tan have all produced major works on film theory

from a cognitivist perspective,2 and my work here should be seen as an

outgrowth of their efforts. Although my emphasis on embodied emotion

leads me away from emphasizing “pure” cognition, it is important at the
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6 Film Structure and the Emotion System

outset to position my own efforts against the assumption that all these

theorists (myself included) share: that a well-founded knowledge of how

mental processes work can provide a solid basis for film theory.

I beginmyapproach to the topicwith the seemingly tautological assertion

that film emotions are first and foremost emotions. Unfortunately, this

assertion is rarelymade in critical literature onfilm.Whenfilmacademics do

address emotion, they generally proceed as if the concept of emotions were

clearly and widely understood; therefore the task of the film scholar is to

say what is specific about filmic emotions. I believe that we have relied too

long on commonsense understandings of emotions in such discussions. We

need to better understand what emotions are before we discuss any unique

qualities of filmic emotions. And so in this book I do not discuss specifically

filmic emotions, nor do I examine the specific nature of emotional responses

to fiction, which much recent philosophy has investigated. There may be

specific responses that the cinemaandnoothermediumisuniquelyqualified

to elicit, but this bookwill spend little time examining such questions. Films

are objects that are well constructed to elicit a real emotional response from

our already existing emotion systems. Given a better understanding of that

system, what film structures are well suited to activating that structure?

I lay out both a theory of emotion and an approach to filmic emotion. In

Chapter 2, I survey recent psychological research on emotion and synthesize

a theory of how the emotion system is structured. Based on my psychologi-

cally rooted theory of emotion, I then formulate an approach to analyzing a

film’s emotional appeals. Following Kristin Thompson’s usage, an approach

is “a set of assumptions about traits shared by different artworks, about pro-

cedures spectators go through inunderstanding all artworks, andaboutways

in which artworks relate to society.” I am not outlining a method (“a set of

procedures employed in the actual analytical process”).3 I share Thompson’s

concern that preconceived methods tend toward predetermined outcomes,

which narrows the analysis. The theory of emotion outlined in this book

provides the grounding for the approach’s assumptions about emotion, but

a theory alone does not show a critic how to analyze particular texts. On

the other hand, an approach without a theoretical foundation can provide

innovative readings, but it needs to be rooted in a cohesive, systematic whole

to be convincing.
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An Invitation to Feel 7

What would a good combination theory-approach to analyzing filmic

emotion look like? How might someone determine if one approach were

better than another? To evaluate the approach to filmic emotions in this

book, we should agree on some desiderata for an approach:

1. Agoodapproach tofilmic emotions shouldprovide specific explanations,

not generalizations, for how particular films elicit emotions. A good

approach should provide different explanations for how film A and film

B elicit emotional responses. If the approach reduces different films to

the same mechanisms over and over, then it is reductionist. Such tools

lead critics away from specific consideration of individual films, and a

good approach should lead them toward the particulars of a film.

2. A good approach to filmic emotions should provide terminology for

discussing emotions and how they are evoked. This desideratum is an

outgrowth of the previous one. If a theory of the emotions is to be pro-

ductive, it needs to give us a language to talk about the “messy” world of

emotions with specificity and particularity.We need two kinds of termi-

nology: we need to be able to label emotional states with some measure

of certainty, and we need terminology to discuss the film structures that

encourage these responses.

3. A good approach to filmic emotions should be able to explain emotional

phenomena at the global and local levels. A single film can elicit a wide

range of emotions and yet still have a kind of emotional unity. We need

an explanation for the broader processes of emotion that operate across

entire films as well as themoreminute processes that govern scenes, and

weneed away todescribehow these global and local processes cooperate.

4. A good approach to filmic emotions should not only label emotional

states but also be able to discuss how they change over time. How does

our emotional reaction evolve, progress, wane? How does a film change

from one emotion to another? The challenge is for a theory to explain

both emotion as stable state and emotion as dynamic process.

5. A good approach to filmic emotions should be able to explain why films

are able to elicit such dependable emotional reactions across a broad

range of audiences without denying the variations among individual

emotional reactions.Again, the problem is dual. Filmsdo get remarkably
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8 Film Structure and the Emotion System

similar emotional reactions when shown to a variety of viewing audi-

ences, and this continuity of response needs explanation. Nonetheless,

the approach should not endorse a single emotional response as being

the only valid one because of the incredible range of reactions among

individual viewers. Although no theory can explain every individual’s

emotional response, it should be able to explain how such a range of

responses exists.

6. A good approach to filmic emotions should be able to explain the emo-

tion in a wide range of films. If an approach works for melodrama or

contemporary cinema but not for action-adventure or silent films, then

it is of limited use value. If an approach is prejudiced toward the kinds

of emotional appeals made by the classical Hollywood cinema, for in-

stance, it will tend to reshape other films to fit that mold. Although it

may be true that the classical cinemamay require a different explanation

of emotion than the art cinema, an approach that explains both would

clearly be more powerful.

7. Similarly, a good approach to filmic emotions should be able to discuss

a wide range of cinematic signification. Films use an enormous set of

mechanisms to elicit emotion: lighting, camera, acting, sound, music,

mise-en-scène, character, narrative, genre conventions, and so on. If an

approach to filmic emotions concentrates too heavily on one of these

mechanisms, then the approach is likely tomiss much of the other emo-

tion cuing in the film. For instance, many theories emphasize character

identification as the pivotalmechanism infilmic emotions.Myapproach

opens up a discussion of the emotional significance of a broader range

of cinematic cues, emphasizing the importance of cinematic style in

encouraging emotional responses.

8. A good approach to filmic emotions should be able to explain not only

why a film succeeds in eliciting emotions but also why another film fails

to do so. To show how a film cues emotions is only half the battle. If a

theory is to have explanatory power, it must also be able to explain how

somefilms fail to generate emotions. If the approach cannot explainwhy

certain narrative structures are less effective in cuing emotion, then it is

too broad to provide specific insight into effective film structure.

9. A good theory of filmic emotions should generate specific research ques-

tions for future research. If a theory seems to explain everything so totally
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An Invitation to Feel 9

that it precludes further investigation, then the theory is too totalizing to

be useful to researchers. A theory that generates a number of interesting,

investigatable questions for research is of more use to scholars than a

grand theory.

10. Finally, a good approach to filmic emotions should be rooted in a body

of theory and empirical research on the emotions. Film studies should

take advantage of the explosion of research that has been done on the

emotions in recent years. Our conception of filmic emotions should be

consistent with the best available models of how the emotions work.

In particular, the researchers who are using empirical methodologies

(particularly psychology, anthropology, and sociology) have an edge in

discovering new insights into the emotions. All too often, discussions of

the emotions perpetuate generally held beliefs about the emotions that

may or may not be true. Of course, empirical researchers are susceptible

to the same self-perpetuating ideas, but at least theyhave theopportunity

to encounter data that refute these ideas. Empirical research is partic-

ularly useful in dealing with the emotions to create a solid foundation

that is rooted in real-world processes.

Film Structure and the Emotion System proposes to bring to film theory a

more nuanced understanding of what emotions are and how they function,

based on current research in experimental psychology. Advances in neu-

ropsychology have opened up new and more complicated understandings

of the brain’s interconnectivity,making itmore difficult to separate “reason”

from “emotion” in any strong sense. Current researchers in neuropsychol-

ogy are addingmore finely tuned tools to investigate emotion (in addition to

those developedby traditional experimental psychology), giving psychology

a more precise understanding of the basic nature of emotions. This burst

of new attention to emotion in psychology has altered that field’s basic un-

derstanding of what emotions are. One of the basic assertions of this book

is that film studies’ understanding of emotions should be consonant with

(or at least not directly contradictory to) the best current understanding of

emotions in psychology.

There ismuch that psychology is notwell suited to tell us about emotions.

For instance, anthropology ismore likely to producework sensitive to cross-

cultural differences in concepts of emotion, and sociology is more geared
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10 Film Structure and the Emotion System

toward examining how socialization shapes people’s emotions. The bur-

geoning researchon emotion in these fields shouldhelp continuing efforts in

film studies to explore the importance of cultural difference in film viewing.

I believe, however, thatwe should begin this close attention to filmic emo-

tion using the insights that experimental psychology provides. The insights

sociology and anthropology provide should not contradict the psychologi-

cal ones, because culture and socialization shape the individual but do not

fundamentally rework the basic structures of the human. Sociocultural ex-

periences help us define what particular emotions are, but the shape of the

emotion system itself and the basic mechanisms by which it operates are

best articulated by close attention to the individual.

This volume is concerned with this emotion system’s structure, rather

than with particular emotions themselves. This is not a book about sadness

or joy; instead, it deals with the foundational structures that make such

emotions possible. Culturally nuanced work on particular emotions cer-

tainly needs to be done, but we should make sure that we first understand

the basic principles of how the emotion system is constructed. Although the

subject of this book may initially seem too all-encompassing, in actuality

its aims are humble. I do not attempt to explain all of emotional experi-

ence. I do assert, however, that an understanding of the basic nature of the

emotion system should provide a firm (if limited) foundation to more fully

understand filmic emotions.

Nor do I attempt to provide a particular theory for how each cinematic

component evokes emotion. I do not present a theory of music, followed

by a theory of facial expression, followed by a separate theory of camera

framing, and so on. Instead, I present a theory of how the emotion system

is designed to coordinate information from these subsystems. Certainly I

believe thatmoreworkneeds to be done on the specific relationship between

emotion and such specific aspects of film. In applying my approach to

films in the case studies, I frequently return to music (for example) as an

important factor in cuing filmic emotions, thus emphasizing the need for a

more systematic approach tofilm,music, andemotion4; a complete theoryof

the interrelationship amongmusic, film, and emotion is outside the scope of

this study, however. I do not believe that wemust wait for a complete theory

of emotion for each cinematic component before we can make valuable

assertions about the nature of filmic emotions.
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An Invitation to Feel 11

As the title of this work indicates, this book is about both emotion and

film structure. Once we have a better understanding of how the emotion

system operates, we can then take note of how certain film structures are

particularly well designed to manipulate emotions.

The primary research questions addressed by this work are (a) how is the

emotion system structured? and (b)what filmic structures seemparticularly

well suited to take advantage of the properties of this structure?

For the purposes of this work, “film” is assumed to be a highly coor-

dinated visual (and usually audial) medium that has developed a number

of conventional strategies (shared by producers and consumers) for story-

telling inuninterrupted real time.This bookdeals onlywith emotion and the

structure of narrative film. Admittedly audiences respond to nonnarrative

and avant-garde films, and such responses call on the same emotion system

in audience members as do narrative films. The structures in avant-garde

film are, however, considerably different from those in films trying to tell a

story, and so these structures are outside the realm of this work.

A crucial assumption for this book is that film takes place over uninter-

rupted time. Temporal limits for emotionality are built into the emotion

system, and so the temporal unfolding of the filmic stimulus is crucial to the

way it appeals to this system. A similar audiovisual medium such as broad-

cast television in the United States is more interruptive and so is structured

differently in the way it tells stories. It deserves separate consideration of

how its structures appeal to the emotions.5

Also important to this understanding of film is that audiences and pro-

ducers share a certain set of narrational conventions that allows the story

to be told and understood. When I examine film structure in Eisenstein’s

Strike or Vidor’s Stella Dallas, I assume an “educated viewer,” one familiar

with the necessary basic conventions for making sense out of the film. This

viewer is not necessarily a “spectator” (with all the implications of being

ideally “positioned” by the cinema to receive pleasure), nor is the viewer

an actual person with specific experiences at the cinema. The “educated

viewer” simply has the (not necessarily conscious) knowledge to allow an

understanding of the story and an emotional response to it.

Of course not all individuals who view a film may have the required

knowledge to understand and respond to the film. I am not trying to specify

the emotional responses of every viewer sitting in front of a screen watching
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